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Abstract

This paper presents a new parallelization method for
reductions of arrays with subscripted subscripts on scal�
able shared memory multiprocessors� The mapping of
computations is based on grouping reduction loop it�
erations into sets that are further distributed across
processors� Iterations belonging to the same set are
chosen in such a way that update di�erent entries in
the reduction array� That is� the loop distribution im�
plies a con�ict�free write distribution of the reduction
array� The iteration sets are set up by building a loop�
index prefetching array that allows to reorder properly
the loop iterations� The proposed method is general�
scalable� and easy to implement on a compiler� In ad�
dition it deals in a uniform way with one and multiple
subscript arrays� In case of multiple indirection ar�
rays� writes on the reduction vector a�ecting di�erent
sets are solved by de�ning con�ict�free supersets� A
performance evaluation and comparison with other ex�
isting techniques is presented� From the experimental
results and performance analysis� the proposed method
appears as a clear alternative to the array expansion
and privatized bu�er techniques� usual on state�of�the�
art parallelizing compilers� like Polaris or SUIF� The
scalability problem that those techniques exhibit is miss�
ing in our method� as the memory overhead presented
does not depend on the number of processors�

� Introduction

Parallel computation is increasingly being used as a
mean to obtain enough computing power to solve large
scienti�c and engineering problems� The high com�
plexity of these problems� as well as of the current
high�performance architectures� strongly support the
necessity of developing compiler techniques to e��
ciently map such applications onto a parallel architec�
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ture� However� many of these codes exhibit irregular
access patterns to the data� Current commercial com�
pilers ��	� �
� are insu�ciently developed to deal with
this data accesses� leading to low parallel e�ciencies
when they are used on such programs�

Reduction operations are frequently found in the
core of these applications� as in the next simple loop�

do i � �� N
A�f�i�� � A�f�i�� opr expr

end do

The symbol opr represents an associative operation
�like sum� product� maximum� minimum� ���� and expr
is an expression that should not contain any reference
to the reduction array A��� The subscript array f�� de�
pends on the loop index i� and appears in the right
and left hand side of the assignment sentence� Such
pattern is termed as histogram reduction ���� ���� Due
to the loop�variant nature of the subscript array f���
loop�carried dependences may be present at run�time
�if it is not a permutation array�

A general approach to parallelize irregular codes� in�
cluding reductions� is based on the inspector�executor
model� CHAOS ���� is a well known implementation of
this model for distributed memory machines� Irregu�
lar reductions are parallelized by using an inspector to
locate non�local data for each processor� Afterwards�
an executor must gather non�local data before the re�
duction� and must scatter the results after it� This
strategy introduces a signi�cant overhead due mainly
to its generality� caused by the inspector �communica�
tion schedule� global�to�local address translation and
the executor �communications and local�to�global ad�
dress translation� This overhead is proportional to the
number of non�local data accesses�

In a shared memory context� academic parallelizers
like Polaris ��� and SUIF �
� recognize irregular reduc�
tions and parallelize them using the replicated bu�er or
the array expansion techniques� The �rst method repli�
cates the reduction array on all the processors� Each
processor computes a portion of the reduction on its
private bu�er� Later a global reduction is obtained by



real A�ADim�
integer f�fDim�

do i � �� fDim
r � function�i�f�i��
A�f�i�� � A�f�i�� � r

end do

�a�

real A�ADim�� Atmp�ADim�NumThreads�
integer f�fDIM�

�	 Phase �
c�omp parallel do

do p � �� NumThreads
do t � �� ADim

Atmp�t�p� � 

end do

end do
c�omp end parallel
�	 Phase �
c�omp parallel do

do i � �� fDim
r � function�i�f�i��
Atmp�f�i��MyThreadNum� �

Atmp�f�i��MyThreadNum� � r
end do

c�omp end parallel
�	 Phase �
c�omp parallel do

do t � �� ADim
do p � �� NumThreads

A�t� � A�t� � Atmp�t�p�
end do

end do
c�omp end parallel

�b�

Figure �� A single irregular histogram reduction �a�� and
its parallelization using array expansion �b�

combining all partial reductions� using synchronization
to ensure mutual exclusion �	�� Array expansion� on
the other hand� expands the reduction vector by the
number of threads participating in the computation�
This approach does not need any synchronization to
obtain the global reduction� performing in general bet�
ter than the replicated bu�er method� However� both
techniques have scalability problems due to the high
memory overhead they exhibit�

Fig� � �a shows a simple example of a histogram
reduction loop� with only one reduction array� The
computation loops over a number of points in the do�
main ���fDIm�� calculates the value r� and updates A��
in some other di�erent point� in the domain ���ADim��
It is usual that in real scienti�c�engineering codes� this
reduction loop is executed many times� in an iterative
process� The subscript array f�� may be static �un�
modi�ed during all the computation� or may change�
usually slowly� through the iterative process�

Fig� � �b shows the parallel code for the loop in �a
as obtained by the Polaris compiler �actually� a simpli�
�ed and slightly optimized version is presented� that
is� using the array expansion technique� A private copy

of the full reduction vector �A�� is used for each pro�
cessor� This is accomplished by expanding such vector
by the number of threads participating in the compu�
tation� The parallel computation is organized around
three phases� In phase �� each processor initializes its
own copy of the reduction array �Atmp��� In phase ��
each processor works in parallel on the reduction loop�
updating its private copy of the reduction array� Par�
tial reductions are hence computed� Finally� in phase ��
global reduction values are calculated by combining the
private copies Atmp�� on the global reduction array�
With this arrangement� all loop�carried dependences
that may exist in the loop due to possible replicated
values in the subscript array f�� are ful�lled�

In this paper we present a new method to parallelize
irregular reductions on distributed shared�memory ma�
chines� whose e�ciency clearly overcomes that of all
the previously mentioned techniques� The mapping of
computations is based on the con�ict�free write distri�
bution of the reduction vector across the processors�
The proposed method is general� scalable� and easy to
implement on a compiler�

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows�
Next section is devoted to introduce and analyze the
approach we propose to parallelize irregular reduc�
tions� A comparison and experimental evaluation of
our method and the array expansion technique is pre�
sented and discussed� The paper is �nally concluded
with a discussion of related work�

� Scalable Parallel Irregular Re�

ductions

This section describes the parallelization method we
propose for irregular reductions� We begin by examin�
ing the simplest case of such reductions� that is� when
only one subscript array appears in the reduction loop�
Afterwards� more general and realistic cases are con�
sidered� First� when the reduction loop body contains
multiple subscript arrays� and �nally� when there are
multiple subscript arrays and multiple nested reduction
loops�

��� Single Reductions

Array expansion introduces two sources of overhead�
Memory overhead due to the private copies of the re�
duction vector� and computing overhead due to the
initialization of such bu�ers and �nal combining of
them on the global reduction array �phases � and �
in Fig� � �b�

Array expansion is based on the domain decomposi�



tion of the histogram reduction loop �that is� the de�
composition of the ���fDim� domain� This way� and
due to the irregular data access pattern to the reduc�
tion vector through f�� �see Fig� � �a� private copies
of such vector are needed� Such private bu�ers can be
avoided �and the corresponding initialization and �nal
combination if the domain decomposition of the loop
is substituted for a data decomposition of the reduc�
tion vector� The reduction vector may be� for instance�
block distributed across the local memories of the dis�
tributed shared memory multiprocessor� Afterwards�
the computations of the histogram loop are arranged
in such a way that each processor only computes those
iterations that updates reduction vector elements that
the processor owns� Note that the data distribution
of the reduction vector may be carried out at compile
time �using some compiler or language directive� or at
runtime� as a consequence of the arrangement of the
loop iterations �that generates particular memory ref�
erence patterns

A simple form to implement this computation ar�
rangement is called data a�liated loop in ����� Each
processor traverses all the iterations in the reduction
loop �that is� the ���fDim� domain and checks whether
the reduction vector element referenced in the current
iteration has been assigned to it� In such case� the it�
eration is executed� otherwise� the iteration is skipped�
That is� the reduction in the histogram loop is guarded
by a conditional�

The above implementation is not e�cient for large
iteration domains� A better approach consists in ex�
ploiting data write a�nity on the reduction vector with
the help of a loop�index prefetching 	LIP
 data struc�
ture �DWA�LIP technique� The LIP structure keeps
track the set of iterations that write each one of the
blocks of the reduction vector� By using this prefetch�
ing structure� private bu�ers are avoided� as shown in
Fig� � �a� In this �gure� the LIP structure is imple�
mented using three arrays� init��� count�� and next���
The �rst two arrays are dimensioned by the number
of threads participating in the computation� while the
last array has the same size as the subscript array f���

The three arrays really implement a linked list that
represents a reordering of the subscript array f��� as
shown in Fig� � �b� Each processor �thread has an
associated entry in both arrays� init�� and count��� The
entry in init�� points to the �rst entry in next�� be�
longed to that processor� The index of this entry in
next�� corresponds to the �rst iteration in the reduc�
tion loop that writes in a reduction vector element as�
signed to that processor� That entry in next�� contains
the index the next entry that also belongs to the same
processor� The process is repeated the number of times
stored in the associated entry in count���

In Fig� � �b a simple code that implements the LIP

real A�ADim�
integer f�fDim�
integer init�NumThreads�
integer count�NumThreads�
integer next�fDim�

c�omp parallel do
do p � �� NumThreads

i � init�p�
cnt � count�p�
do k � �� cnt

r � function�i�f�i��
A�f�i�� � A�f�i�� � r
i � next�i�

end do
end do

c�omp end parallel

�a�

integer prev�NumThreads�

BlockSz � oor�ADim�NumThreads� � �
do p � �� NumThreads

count�p� � 

end do
do i � �� fDim

block � �f�i�����BlockSz � �
if � count�block� �eq� 
 � then

init�block� � i
else

next�prev�block�� � i
end if
prev�block� � i
count�block� � count�block� � �

end do

�b�

Figure �� Parallel single histogram reduction using data
write a�nity on the reduction vector with loop�index
prefetching �a�� and the computation of the prefetching ar�
rays �b�

data structure is presented� The second loop in this
code contains a histogram reduction on the count�� ar�
ray� Hence it can be parallelized using some of the pre�
viously discussed techniques� As the reduction vector
has a size given by the number of threads computing
the code� array expansion may be chosen without a sig�
ni�cant memory overhead� Fig� � shows a parallelized
version of the code in Fig� � �b using such technique�

In this parallel code� the three arrays init��� count��
and prev�� �see Fig� �� are expanded by the number of
threads ��	tmp�� arrays� This computation has four
phases� In phase one� the expanded copies of the ar�
rays are initialized� as well as two of the global arrays�
In phase two� each processor works in parallel on its
own copy of the expanded arrays� In phase three� the
expanded arrays init	tmp�� and end	tmp�� are concate�
nated in order to obtain the global arrays init�� and
next��� Finally� in phase four� a global accumulation in
count�� is accomplished�

In a large class of scienti�c�engineering problems�
the subscript array f�� is static� that is� it is not mod�
i�ed during the whole execution of the program� In
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Figure �� Graphical depiction for the irregular data access to the reduction vector �a�� and the write data a�nity�based
access to it by using the loop�index prefetching data structure �� threads are assumed� �b�

such codes� the LIP structure is computed only once
�in some preprocessing stage of the program� for in�
stance� and reused without modi�cation in all the re�
duction loops of the program� Some other problems�
on the other hand� have a dynamic nature� which is
showed in the periodic updating of f��� The LIP data
structure has to be recalculated periodically� at least�
partially� However� it is usual that the dynamic nature
of the problem changes slowly� This way� the overhead
of recalculating the prefetching structure is partially
compensated for its reuse in a number of executions of
the reduction loop �this saving technique is frequently
used in� for instance� molecular dynamics simulations�

��� Multiple Reductions

In real codes with histogram reductions it is usual that
the computation loops over the edges of an irregular
mesh ��nite element applications� for instance� or over
the elements of a neighbour list during the simulation
of a particle system �short�range molecular dynamics�
for instance� In such cases� the irregular reduction
loop will contain two or more subscript arrays to the
same reduction vector� as shown in Fig� �� Subscript
functions f���� f
��� ��� represent related points in the
���ADim� domain� and are used to update the reduction
vector A�� with the same value r in the di�erent points�

Our approach can also be applied to multiple reduc�
tions� However� the code generated by the data write
a�nity method needs a modi�cation� As the reduction
vector A�� is block distributed among the processors�
there can be some iterations in the reduction loop that
evaluate the subscript arrays� f���� f
��� ���� pointing
to di�erent partitions� A simple solution to this sit�
uation consists in replicating such iterations on those
processors owning the touched partitions ����

There is� however� a more e�cient and general so�

lution� Let b be the block number function for vector
A��� b�k � b �k���N

ADim
c � �� where k is an integer num�

ber in the range ���ADim� and N is the total number
of processors in the system� That is� block of number
r is owned by processor r� Given iteration i of the re�
duction loop� we de�ne Bmin �Bmax as the minimum
�maximum number of all blocks written in such itera�
tion� Bmin�i � minfb�f��i� b�f��i� ���g� Bmax�i �
maxfb�f��i� b�f��i� ���g� The di�erence between
both limits is then �B�i � Bmax�i� Bmin�i�

In order to exploit parallelism from the reduction
loop� the iterations are sorted into sets characterized
by the pair �Bmin��B� Those sets of iterations of the
form �Bmin� � are data �ow independent and thus can
be executed in parallel� In general� two sets of itera�
tions� �b�� db� and �b�� db�� are data �ow independent
if the writing areas in the reduction vector are non�
overlapping� that is b� � db� � b�� Fig� � �a depicts a
graphical example� for a system with six threads run�
ning in parallel executing a reduction loop with two
subscript arrays� Iteration i belongs to the set ��� ��
while j is in the set ��� �� Hence arrays f��� and f
��
write in blocks � or � of the reduction vector in itera�
tion i� while write in blocks � or � in iteration j� As a
consequence� both iterations can be safely executed in
parallel by two di�erent threads�

The classi�cation of iterations into those sets really
represents a reordering of their execution� generalizing
the DWA�LIP scheme presented for single reductions�
Fig� � �b shows a data structure for storing the above
sets of reduction iterations� that represents an imple�
mentation of the generalized LIP structure� The same
three�array linked list structure is used� init��� count��
and next��� but replacing the �rst two arrays by trian�
gular matrices� The entry init�i�j� contains the �rst it�
eration in the set �Bmin � i��B � j� while count�i�j�
contains the total number of iterations in the same set�
Array next�� contains links to the rest of iterations of



integer init�NumThreads�� count�NumThreads�
integer next�fDim�
integer init�tmp�NumThreads�NumThreads�
integer count�tmp�NumThreads�NumThreads�
integer end�tmp�NumThreads�NumThreads�

BlockSz � oor�ADim�NumThreads� � �
�	 Phase �
c�omp parallel do

do pp � �� NumThreads
init�pp� � 

count�pp� � 

do p � �� NumThreads

init�tmp�p�pp� � 

count�tmp�p�pp� � 


end do
end do

c�omp end parallel
�	 Phase �
c�omp parallel do

do i � �� fDim
block � �f�i�����BlockSz � �
if � count�tmp�block�MyThreadNum� �eq� 
 � then

init�tmp�block�MyThreadNum� � i
else

next�end�tmp�block�MyThreadNum�� � i
end if
end�tmp�block�MyThreadNum� � i
count�tmp�block�MyThreadNum� �

count�tmp�block�MyThreadNum� � �
end do

c�omp end parallel
�	 Phase �
c�omp parallel do

do pp � �� NumThreads
do p � �� NumThreads

if � init�tmp�pp�p� �ne� 
 � then
if � init�pp� �eq� 
 � then

init�pp� � init�tmp�pp�p�
else

next�prev� � init�tmp�pp�p�
end if
prev � end�tmp�pp�p�

end if
end do

end do
c�omp end parallel
�	 Phase �
c�omp parallel do

do p � �� NumThreads
do pp � �� NumThreads

count�p� � count�p� � count�tmp�p�pp�
end do

end do
c�omp end parallel

Figure �� Parallelization of the loop�index prefetching

real A�ADim�
integer f��fDim�� f��fDim�� f��fDim�� ���

do i � �� fDim
r � function�i�f��i��f��i��f��i������
A�f��i�� � A�f��i�� � r
A�f��i�� � A�f��i�� � r
A�f��i�� � A�f��i�� � r
���

end do

Figure �� A multiple irregular histogram reduction

the set� starting from next�init�i�j��� Note that in the
case of a single reduction loop� all entries in both ma�
trices init�� and count�� are null except for the �rst
column� Thus the LIP structure is equivalent to that
shown in Fig� � �b�

Fig� 	 �a shows the parallel version of the reduction
loop of Fig� � using the DWA�LIP approach taken into
account the sets �Bmin��B of reduction iterations�
The procedure is as follows� All sets �Bmin� �� refer�
enced by the entries in the �rst column of init��� are
executed in parallel� Afterwards� all sets referenced
by the even entries in the second column� which are
all data �ow independent� are executed in parallel� fol�
lowed by the sets referenced by the odd entries� This
scheme is continued in the third and following columns�
Part �b of this �gure shows a simple code to compute
the LIP linked list structure� It is similar to the code
presented for single reductions� and in the same way it
may be e�ciently parallelized using array expansion�

��� Nested Loops

As well as in many real codes we can �nd irregular re�
ductions with two or more subscript arrays� it is also
common to arrange the iterations in the form of a mul�
tiply nested loop� Fig� 
 presents the case of a two�
nested multiple reduction loop� Pieces of code like
this appear� for instance� in molecular dynamics simu�
lations� where the outer loop runs over the particles in
the domain and� for each one� the inner loop runs over
its neighbouring particles�

This case can be reduced to a non�nested multiple re�
duction loop by fusing� in some way� the nested loops�
The di�culty of using this transformation� however�
comes from the fact that the bounds of the inner loop
may depend on the outer loop �see Fig� 
� A possible
way of reducing the nested loop to a single one comes
from transforming it into a while loop� by using a tech�
nique derived from loop �attening ���� presented in the
context of parallelization on SIMD architectures�

A counter is associated to the nested reduction loop
and used to number its iterations� replacing the nested
loop by an equivalent while loop� At the beginning
of each iteration� the value of the counter is used to
compute the loop indices� This counter is incremented
when the execution of each iteration is ended� Now
the nested loop has been transformed into a non�nested
one� and thus a similar implementation of the DWA�
LIP method presented in the previous section may be
applied�

The parallel implementation of loop in Fig� 
 is il�
lustrated in Fig� �� Variable t represents the counter of
the equivalent �attened while loop� InnerSz�� is an aux�
iliary array whose entry i stores a pointer to the �rst
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Figure �� Example graphical depiction of how two sets of iterations of a multiple reduction loop can be safely executed in
parallel �a�� and a data structure implementation for storing such sets �b� �� threads and � subscript arrays are assumed�

entry in array next�� corresponding to the outer itera�
tion i��� These LIP arrays are computed as shown in
Fig� ���

� Analysis and Performance

Evaluation

The data write a�nity with loop�index prefetching is
an e�cient technique to extract and exploit parallelism
from irregular histogram reductions� Consider the mul�
tiple irregular reduction presented in Fig� � as a general
case� In case of nested loops� the bound fDim would be
replaced by the total number of iterations of the nested
reduction loop� Considering a total of T threads coop�
erating in the parallel execution of the reduction loop�
the parallel execution time may be written as

Tpar � Titer�
Nit�
T

�
Nit�
dT��e

�
Nit�
dT��e

� ���� ��

where Titer is the �average execution time of an iter�
ation and Nitk is the total number of iterations con�
sidering all the sets with �B � k �that is� the to�
tal sum of all entries in column k of array count�� in
the LIP structure� This simpli�ed expression considers
that the number of iterations is uniformly distributed
along each column of array init��� Similarly� the se�
quential execution time of the same loop is

Tseq � Titer�Nit� �Nit� �Nit� � ���� ��

Real applications uses to exhibit locality properties
in the input domain� which is re�ected in the fact that
values Nitk rapidly decreases as k increases� For such
applications Tpar � Titer

Nit�
T

and thus speed up of the
parallel code is near optimum �unless there is a sig�
ni�cant non�uniform distribution of iterations writing

the di�erent blocks of the reduction vector� A simi�
lar conclusion is obtained when only a single irregular
reduction appear in the application code� as Nitk � �
for k � �� �� ���

Regarding scalability� as no problem�size bu�ering is
needed �as in array expansion� the memory overhead
is relatively small and only depending on the number of
threads� not on the problem size� In general� the extra
memory needed to store the LIP data structure has a
complexity of O�N��T �� whereN is the total number

of iterations in the reduction loop �N �
PT

k��Nitk�

We have evaluated the DWA�LIP parallelization
technique on three di�erent benchmark codes� corre�
sponding to non�nested and nested� static and dynamic
multiple reductions� The �rst code is EULER� from
the motivating applications suite of HPF�� ���� which
solves the di�erential Euler equations on an irregular
mesh� We have selected one of the loops computing an
irregular reduction inside a time�step loop �see Fig� ���
The basic operation on this code is the computation of
physical magnitudes �such as forces corresponding to
the nodes described by a mesh� The magnitudes are
computed over the mesh edges� each one de�ned by
two nodes� Therefore two subscript arrays are needed
to compute the magnitudes of each edge ��� ���� This
reduction loop is interesting from the parallelization
point of view because it contains subscripted reads and
writes� In order to avoid side e�ects di�erent from
the irregular reductions� all experiments presented in
this section only consider one of the reduction loops
included in the EULER code� Speci�cally� the loop
shown in Fig� ��� which corresponds to a single static
loop with reductions using two subscript arrays�

From the HPF�� motivating applications suite we
have extracted also the code NBFC ��� ��� which car�
ries out a molecular dynamics simulation� Speci�cally�
NBFC computes electrostatic interactions� that is� non�
bonded forces� between particles� In order to reduce



real A�ADim�
integer f��fDim�� f��fDim�� f��fDim�� ���
integer init�NumThreads�NumThreads�
integer count�NumThreads�NumThreads�
integer next�fDim�

do dB � �� NumThreads
do s � �� dB

c�omp parallel do
do B � s� NumThreads�dB��� dB

i � init�B�dB�
cnt � count�B�dB�
do k � �� cnt

r � function�i�f��i��f��i��f��i������
A�f��i�� � A�f��i�� � r
A�f��i�� � A�f��i�� � r
A�f��i�� � A�f��i�� � r
���
i � next�i�

end do
end do

c�omp end parallel
end do

end do

�a�

integer prev�NumThreads�NumThreads�

BlockSz � oor�ADim�NumThreads� � �
do dB � �� NumThreads

do B � �� NumThreads
count�B�dB� � 


end do
end do
do i � �� fDim

block� � �f��i�����BlockSz � �
block� � �f��i�����BlockSz � �
block� � �f��i�����BlockSz � �
���
Bmin � min�block��block��block������
Bmax � max�block��block��block������
dB � Bmax � Bmin
if � count�Bmin�dB� �eq� 
 � then

init�Bmin�dB� � i
else

next�prev�Bmin�dB�� � i
end if
prev�Bmin�dB� � i
count�Bmin�dB� � count�Bmin�dB� � �

end do

�b�

Figure 	� Parallel multiple histogram reduction using
data write a�nity on the reduction vector with loop�index
prefetching �a�� and the computation of the prefetching ar�
rays �b�

the �oating�point count� a precomputed list of neigh�
bour particles is used� which causes the existence of
an irregular reduction when accumulating force con�
tributions� as shown in Fig� ��� This piece of code
corresponds to a two�nested loop with three irregular
reductions through only one subscript array� the neigh�
bour list of particles� However� the code is static� as
the neighbour list is precomputed before entering the
time step loop and never updated�

The last code we consider in this section is a simple
�D short�range molecular dynamics simulation� devel�

real A�ADim�
integer f��fDim�� f��fDim�� f��fDim�� ���

do i � �� OutB
do j � lb�i�� ub�j�

r � function�i�j�f����f����f��������
A�f���� � A�f���� � r
A�f���� � A�f���� � r
A�f���� � A�f���� � r
���

end do
end do

Figure 
� A two�nested loop of a multiple irregular his�
togram reduction

real A�ADim�
integer f��fDim�� f��fDim�� f��fDim�� ���
integer init�NumThreads�NumThreads�
integer count�NumThreads�NumThreads�
integer next�fDim�� InnerSz�OutB�

do dB � �� NumThreads
do s � �� dB

c�omp parallel do
do B � s� NumThreads�dB��� dB

t � init�B�dB�
cnt � count�B�dB�
i � �
while �InnerSz�i� �lt� t�

i � i � �
end do
jstrt � lb�i� � �
if �i �gt� �� then

jstrt � jstrt � InnerSz�i���
end do
j � t � jstrt
do k � �� cnt

r � function�i�j�f����f����f��������
A�f���� � A�f���� � r
A�f���� � A�f���� � r
A�f���� � A�f���� � r
���
t � next�t�
j � t � jstrt
if �j �gt� �up�i������� then

while �InnerSz�i� �lt� t�
i � i � �

end do
jstrt � lb�i� � � � InnerSz�i���
j � t � jstrt

end if
end do

end do
c�omp end parallel

end do
end do

Figure �� Parallel nested loop of a multiple histogram re�
duction using data write a�nity on the reduction vector
with loop�index prefetching

oped by Prof� Toxvaerd at the University of Copen�
hagen ���� ���� This application simulates an ensemble
of particles subject to a Lennard�Jones short�range po�
tential� To integrate the equations of motion of the
particles� a �nite�di�erence leapfrog algorithm on a
Nos�e�Hoover thermostat dynamics is used� The core
of the code� force contributions calculation� is sketched
in Fig� ��� To speed up such calculations an array



integer prev�NumThreads�NumThreads�

BlockSz � oor�ADim�NumThreads� � �
do dB � �� NumThreads

do B � �� NumThreads
count�B�dB� � 


end do
end do
InnerSz��� � ub��� � lb��� � �
do i � �� OutB

InnerSz�i� � InnerSz�i��� � up�i� � lb�i� � �
end do
t � �
do i � �� OutB

jstrt � lb�i�
do j � lb�i�� up�i�

t � t � �
block� � �f�������BlockSz � �
block� � �f�������BlockSz � �
block� � �f�������BlockSz � �
���
Bmin � min�block��block��block������
Bmax � max�block��block��block������
dB � Bmax � Bmin
if � count�Bmin�dB� �eq� 
 � then

init�Bmin�dB� � t
else

next�prev�Bmin�dB�� � t
end if
prev�Bmin�dB� � t
count�Bmin�dB� � count�Bmin�dB� � �

end do
end do

Figure ��� Computation of the prefetching arrays used in
nested multiple reductions

real vel delta���numNodes�
integer edge���numEdges�
real edgeData���numEdges�
real velocity���numNodes�

do i � �� numEdges
n� � edge���i�
n� � edge���i�
a� � funct�edgeData���i�� edgeData���i�� edgeData���i��

velocity���n��� velocity���n��� velocity���n���
a� � funct�edgeData���i�� edgeData���i�� edgeData���i��

velocity���n��� velocity���n��� velocity���n���
r� � a��velocity���n�� � a��velocity���n�� � edgeData���i�
r� � a��velocity���n�� � a��velocity���n�� � edgeData���i�
r� � a��velocity���n�� � a��velocity���n�� � edgeData���i�
vel delta���n�� � vel delta���n�� � r�
vel delta���n�� � vel delta���n�� � r�
vel delta���n�� � vel delta���n�� � r�
vel delta���n�� � vel delta���n�� � r�
vel delta���n�� � vel delta���n�� � r�
vel delta���n�� � vel delta���n�� � r�

end do

Figure ��� A single loop with multiple irregular reductions
from the EULER code

of pairs of interactive particles is built� neigh��� every
THop time steps� During this strip of time iterations�
the neighbour list is reused� introducing a write indi�
rection during force computation� At the end of the
strip� the neighbour list is updated with the help of a
link�cell� Hence� this piece of code represents a single
loop with a single subscript array inside� The interest�
ing point here is that the reduction loop is dynamic� as

real x�numPart�� y�numPart�� z�numPart�
real dx�numPart�� dy�numPart�� dz�numPart�
integer neigh�numInteract�� numNeigh�numInteract�

do t � �� numTimeSteps
do i � �� numPart

do j � numNeigh�i�� numNeigh�i�����
r� � distance�x�i�� x�neigh�j��
r� � distance�y�i�� y�neigh�j��
r� � distance�z�i�� x�neigh�j��
dx�neigh�j�� � dx�neigh�j�� � r�
dy�neigh�j�� � dy�neigh�j�� � r�
dz�neigh�j�� � dz�neigh�j�� � r�
dx�i� � dx�i� � r�
dy�i� � dy�i� � r�
dz�i� � dz�i� � r�

end do
end do
do i � �� numPart

x�i� � x�i� � dx�i��K
y�i� � y�i� � dy�i��K
z�i� � z�i� � dz�i��K

end do
end do

Figure ��� A two�nested loop with multiple irregular reduc�
tions from the NBFC code

real rx�numPart�� ry�numPart�
real vx�numPart�� vy�numPart�
real fx�numPart�� fy�numPart�
integer neigh���numInteract�
do ts � TimeStep� TimeStep�THop��

do k � �� NeighListLength� �
i � neigh�k���
j � neigh�k�
r � distance�rx�i��rx�j��ry�i��ry�j��
if �r �lt� cuto�� then

� � force�r�
fx�i� � fx�i� � �
fy�i� � fy�i� � �
fx�j� � fx�j� � �
fy�j� � fy�j� � �

end if
end do
do i � �� numPart

vx�i� � K� � vx�i� � K� � fx�i�
vy�i� � K� � vy�i� � K� � fy�i�
rx�i� � rx�i� � TS � vx�i�
ry�i� � ry�i� � TS � vy�i�

end do
end do

Figure ��� A single loop with multiple irregular reductions
from the MD code

the subscript array is updated periodically�

The experiments have been conducted on a SGI
Origin���� multiprocessor� with �� ���MHz R�����
processors� a main memory of 
��� Mbytes� and a
second�level cache of �Mbytes for each processor� The
OpenMP ���� shared memory directives have been used
to carry out the parallelization of the loops ��	� �
��
The array expansion parallel code used for compari�
son purposes was obtained using the Polaris compiler�
All parallel codes �the dwa�lip based loops and the Po�
laris output were compiled using the SGI MIPSpro
Fortran		 compiler �with optimization level O�� The



maximum optimization level �O� were not applied be�
cause the MIPSpro compiler does not optimize at all
the parallel codes when such level is speci�ed�

In the case of the kernels extracted from the EULER
and NBFC codes� the parallelization performance has
been tested on two irregular meshes of di�erent sizes�
one with 
�� Knodes and the other with ���� Knodes�
These meshes have been obtained using the mesh gen�
erator included with the EULER code� For the NBFC
code� the nodes of the input mesh are considered as
particles� while the edges are the neighbouring interac�
tions between them� Both meshes have a connectivity
�numEdges�numNodes of 
� In the EULER code�
two versions of each mesh has been tested� colored
and sorted� In the �rst version� an edge�coloring al�
gorithm has been applied� and the edges of the same
color are placed consecutively in the indirection array�
In this case� a low locality in accesses to reduction ar�
ray would be expected� In the second version� the list
of edges has been sorted� and therefore a higher locality
would be found in the accesses to the reduction vector�
The input data to the MD code was generated in a
di�erent way� Two sets of pairs positions�velocities� of
size ��K and ���K� were generated representing a uni�
form realistic ensemble of simple particles in a liquid
state�

We show in Fig� �� the experimental performance of
the parallel EULER benchmark code for the colored
and sorted versions of the input mesh of size ���� Kn�
odes� Part �a of the �gure shows the execution time ��
iterations of the time�step loop of both methods� the
array expansion and the proposed DWA�LIP� These
times exclude the calculation of the LIP data struc�
ture� as this is done only once before entering into the
reduction loop �static case� Part �b shows speedups
with respect to the sequential code� which was also
compiled with optimization level O� �sequential time
is ����� sec� and ���� sec� for the colored and sorted
meshes� respectively� for the same � iterations of the
time�step loop� The DWA�LIP method obtains a sig�
ni�cant performance improvement because it exploits
e�ciently locality when writing in the reduction array�
This fact reports a superlinear and sustained speedup�

Fig� �� shows the parallel e�ciencies for the col�
ored �a and sorted �b meshes using the DWA�LIP and
array expansion methods� For each class� we present re�
sults for two di�erent mesh sizes� The sequential times
for the small colored and sorted meshes of sizes 
��
Knodes are ���
 sec� and ���
 sec�� respectively� While
our DWA�LIP method have good scalability for both
orderings of the mesh� the array expansion technique
exhibits an anomaly for the colored mesh� Due to the
memory overhead of the expanded arrays as well as
the low locality presented in the mesh� the e�ciency
decreases as the mesh size grows�
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Figure ��� Parallel execution times �a� and speedups �b�
for the parallel EULER code using the DWA�LIP and array
expansion methods
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sorted �b� meshes using DWA�LIP and array expansion
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Figure ��� Parallel execution times �a� and speedups �b�
for the loop�index prefetching

The sequential time costs of computing the LIP data
structure for both mesh sizes are ��� sec� �small mesh
and ��� sec� �large mesh� These times are a small
fraction of the total reduction time� that can be fur�
ther reduced parallelizing the code� Fig� �� shows par�
allel times �a and speedup �b for both mesh sizes� In
case of static meshes� the whole program su�ers this
computing overhead only once� at the beginning of the
execution� In the dynamic case� the prefetching must
be recomputed periodically� In many realistic situa�
tions� however� this updating process is not frequent�
For instance� in the code MD is usual to recompute
the neighbour list every �� time steps or so� Then� the
prefetching cost is a small fraction of the total time
consumed in the reduction iterations executed between
two consecutive updatings�

In the EULER code array expansion has a signi�cant
memory overhead due to the replication of the reduc�
tion vector in all the processors �O�Q�numNodes�T �
where Q is the number of reduction vectors� The
DWA�LIP method also has memory overhead due to
the prefetching array �O�K � numEdges� T �� where
K is the number of di�erent subscript arrays� In the
EULER reduction loop� Q � � and K � �� being
numEdges � 
 � numNodes� Hence array expansion
has more memory overhead than the DWA�LIP method
when the number of threads is greater than �� In the

EULER code� there are reduction loops with Q � �
and K � �� where the situation is even worse for the
array expansion�

The performance obtained in the case of the dynamic
irregular reduction code MD is shown in Fig� �	� The
experiments were conducted with two di�erent input
particle sets� one with ��K particles and the other with
���K particles� In addition� some input parameters
of the simulations were also changed� For ��K par�
ticles� the size of the link�cell was set to ���� units�
while the cuto� distance was set to ��� units� With
these numbers� the neighbour list was really big� hav�
ing each particle a total of around ��� neighbours �an
uniform particle distribution was considered� On the
other hand� for ���K particles� the above parameters
were set to ��� and ��� units� respectively� Now the
connectivity is much lower� giving a total of about 

neighbours per each particle� In any case� the size of
the simulation box was ������ ����� units� the num�
ber of time steps executed was �� and the neighbour
list were updated every �� time steps� Speedups were
measured with respect to the sequential version of the
code �sequential time was �� sec� and 
�� sec� for the
small and big problems� respectively� Note that the
DWA�LIP performs much better than array expansion
when the size of the problem is big enough� This is
an important property� taking into account the better
scalability behaviour of DWA�LIP�

Similar performance data is illustrated in Fig� �
 for
the third benchmark code NBFC� The time step loop
was execute a total of � iterations using the same input
data as in the EULER code� but considering the mesh
as a set of interacting particles� However� this code
is static and thus the neighbour list is built only once
and never updated� Sequential execution times were
also obtained to calculate speedups� �� sec� for the
small data set� and �� sec� for the large one� The
results� in this case� are better than with MD� due to
the static nature of the NBFC code�

The sequential execution times of the calculation of
the LIP data structure were �� sec� �MD� ��K� 
��
sec� �MD� ���K� ��
 sec� �NBFC� 
��K and ��� sec�
�NBFC� ����K�

In general� array expansion has less memory over�
head and� sometimes� performs better than DWA�LIP
only in very small multiprocessors� and with small
problem domains� However� the presented experimen�
tal results show than the DWA�LIP method has signif�
icant better performance and scalability than array ex�
pansion for many realistic situations� The good parallel
behaviour of DWA�LIP is justi�ed by the fact that� in
general� realistic problem domains exhibit short�range
relations between data points� This can be explained
with the help of tables � and �� It can be seen that�
for the analyzed input data sets� most of the reduction
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Figure �	� Parallel execution times �a� and speedups �b�
for the parallel MD code using the DWA�LIP and array
expansion methods

iterations modify only one of the blocks of the reduc�
tion vector� And� in the case of modifying two blocks�
for instance� both blocks are adjacent most of the time�
This property also indicates that this kind of irregular
reduction exhibit a lot of exploitable parallelism�

� Related Work

The state�of�the�art commercial compilers do not rec�
ognize irregular reductions� although� in some cases�
some facilities to parallelize them are available to
the programmer� For instance� SGI Fortran		 com�
piler ��
� allows to parallelize a loop using data a�n�
ity� The processor traverses all iterations and check
whether the data referenced in the current iteration
belongs to it� The processor executes the calculation if
the data belongs to it� otherwise it skips this iteration�
A similar approach may also be exploited into HPF ���
�for example� using ON HOME or OpenMP ����� How�
ever� when multiple reduction arrays occur� conditional
sentences usually appear inside the reduction loop in
order to ful�ll the owner compute rule �which may in�
troduce also computation replication� These imple�
mentations reduce drastically the performance of the
parallel code and compromise its scalability�
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Figure �
� Parallel execution times �a� and speedups �b�
for the parallel NBFC code using the DWA�LIP and array
expansion methods
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Recently� Han and Tseng ���� have introduced Lo�

calWrite� as a data a�nity based compiler and run�
time parallelization technique for irregular reductions
based on the owner compute rule� Optimizing the in�
spector and the executor implemented in CHAOS for
irregular reductions� they present results for a shared�
memory �four�processor DEC Alpha multiprocessor
and a distributed�memory �eight�processor IBM SP�
� multiprocessor machines� Their approach is com�
pared with the general inspector�executor technique
�as implemented in CHAOS for distributed�memory
machines and the replicated �or privatized bu�er
technique �SUIF compiler� for shared�memory ma�
chines� Based on these results� LocalWrite is not
presented as a clearly superior alternative to parallelize
irregular reductions� specially for shared�memory ma�
chines� In addition� they do not show how to deal with
multiple reductions in a uniform and general way�

In a shared�memory context� a number of techniques
were proposed to parallelize loops with histogram re�
ductions ���� ��� critical sections� data a�nity� priva�
tized bu�er� array expansion and reduction table� The
simplest method is based on critical sections� The ac�
cess and update of the shared variable is enclosed by a
lock�unlock pair� However� this method does not take
advantage of the parallelism within reductions�

Parallelizing compilers like Polaris and SUIF ��� 
�
implement the replicated bu�er and array expansion
methods� Besides the signi�cant memory overhead
they exhibit� both methods have lower performance
and scalability than the data write a�nity with loop�
index prefetching� proposed in this paper� An impor�
tant drawback of array expansion is that the three�
phase code must be repeated for each reduction loop
in the program�

Lin and Padua ���� propose the reduction table
method� which combines array expansion with criti�
cal sections in order to reduce the memory overhead of
the former� Potentially� this method may be e�ective
if the subscript function exhibits high spatial locality�
Unfortunately� this situation is not the general case�

� Conclusions

The data write a�nity with loop�index prefetching
method proposed in this work parallelizes an irregular
reduction loop exploiting write locality� similar to �����
However� the inspector�executor model is not used to
calculate the local iteration schedule� In our approach�
the accesses to the subscript arrays are reordered using
a linked list� This fact justi�es the better performance
and scalability of our method� and allows to deal in
a uniform way complex cases� like multiple reductions
and nested reduction loops�

Compared with array expansion� our method does
not need to replicate or expand the reduction vector�
However there is the overhead of building the prefetch�
ing array� Moreover the loop�index prefetching is com�
puted only once and it is reused through the whole
program� In dynamic systems� where the subscript ar�
ray may change during computation� the loop�index
prefetching must be recomputed periodically� How�
ever� the overhead introduced is not signi�cant� as the
experimental results have shown�

Finally� the implementation complexity of the pro�
posed method is comparable to that of the array expan�
sion approach� The parallel versions of the codes ob�
tained using the DWA�LIP method is uniform enough
to make easy its insertion on a parallelizing compiler�
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